
                                                           
 
Meeting called to order at 6:33pm 
Thursday, April 15th, 2021 
 
Dawn Carroll- President 
 

- Welcomed members. 
- Thanks went out to Jeff for supplying the tent at the last Survival Skills and a Thank You was given to 

Paul for putting together another successful skills course last weekend.  There were 13 bikes there 
and a couple of guest bikes.  Very useful information and session for coming out of the winter 
months gearing back up for Spring and Summer riding. 

- The April Informer was emailed out with many details of events coming up in the next month. 
- New Calendars were on hand with updates and fixes that were made.   
- Sylvandale Ranch was cancelled due to the amount interest and cost.  The ride date will stay open 

and filled with another riding event as it gets closer. 
- Grand Lake Ride was changed due to the new Reservation system put in place for going thru RMNP.   

Too hard to work around with costs, and preplanning for a lunch ride.  (It was stated that if a Road 
Officer wanted to take on the ride and go the LONG way around…it could be added to the planner 
and scheduled for a different date.)  This ride date was kept on the planner and the New Ride was 
given to Red Feather.   

- International Female Ride Day event was decided.  The chapter will be riding Happy Jack Road and 
having a lunch stop at the Bunkhouse.  This ride had not been done in sometime and since the 
scavenger hunt could not be put together this new ride was chosen by the road officers that signed 
up for that date. 

- The May 8th Dealer Event: Ride Fear Free was discussed in detail of what it was and how things are 
progressing to come together.  This is an event that is for Customers of Fort Collins Indian that 
purchased a bike in the past two years.  A listen and learn event taught by Paul Carroll will be held 
for participants that get the invite and register.  Jeff is having Old Town Media do all the marketing.  
It was requested that members sign up for Volunteering for the event.  There will be an IMRG Table, 
and members are needed for registration, Parking lot details and other various thing for the event.  
Sign-up sheets were on hand to sign up and more info will be forth coming. 



 
Paul Carroll- Vice President and Safety Director 
 

- The various patches were shown and modeled.  There are sign-up sheets to get your requested 
patches ordered.  Name patches and Custom patch orders are going to be placed.  Paul discussed 
the fading that has occurred on some of the prior patched and it was/is being addressed.  IMRG 8-
inch rocker patches and the 4” inch patches along with the various types of officer patches are 
needing to be ordered thru Ted as the chapter now has to place these orders on the dealership 
computer thru Indian vendors and receive items this way.  This is the new ordering procedure.  The 
round IMRG patch of both sizes can be ordered directly by creating your personal log in and placing 
your own order for these two round patches. 

 
Ted Wolfe – Treasurer 
 

- Various patches were shown of what Ted had in stock and pricing for each. 
- Ted spoke about being a good representative and ambassador to the Indian brand. 
- Gave feedback on the most recent skills session on learning and not knowing that you will need 

what you learn… However, you use it more than you think you ever will.  Take the time to take the 
class as they are available. 

 
Randall Holman – Marketing 
 

- We received $250.00 in funds to help support the Ride Fear Free event.  Items are going to be 
purchased to help with giveaways and swag.  Also, stickers and business cards are being produced 
to help spread the word of what we are and where to find us thru all our means of media.  
Instagram, Facebook, email, etc.…. 

- Updates were giving on a few more places to find information on the website such as meeting 
updates, news updates and the slack Channel. 

- Once again Randall noted what a great experience it was this past weekend for the skills event.  
Noted that you always learn something and that members should take advantage of not having to 
pay a thing to come out and get this class for free.  Paul takes time to put very knowledgeable things 
together and patterns together that benefit everyone… We as a chapter need to use this to our 
advantage while Paul is here to assist us and not have to go seek out courses!  Jersey from Ride like 
a pro called and said that this next weekend there is a class being held in Westminster.  The 
information was given to chapter members and explained that we have this very thing in our back 
door once a month so either try to make ours or get training as is a valuable tool. 

 
Jeff Sroufe- General Manager 

- Information was put out in more detail about the Ride Fear Free event.  He would like IMRG to be 
there as a group to help support along with volunteering.  If you are registered to volunteer for this 
May 8th event, lunch will be provided for IMRG members assisting with this. 

 
Show and Tell …all things motorcycle and then some. 
Many items were discussed and lots of laughs to go along with this event we decided to do.  Each member 
talked about things that were important to either have on the bike, things they love to use, Products etc. 
Some of the items that made the discussion: Clearwater Lights, 
Microstart, first aid kits, Types of tourniquets, Blood clotting agent, Arclite glasses with various lenses, Go 
Pro mounts that were not plastic – Hog Tag Collar, Ric Rac mount system for luggage, Purple slice, Skinz 
covers, RUOUSTIDE gloves, ½ chaps, rainsuits, Microfiber towels, discussion on walking/riding pants.  



Several personal favorite items were discussed as well.  A very informative meeting with most members 
sharing various details of “favorite” things.   
A few honorable mentions… COLOR matching duct tape for one member’s bike, spare batteries, and 
various parts.  Some members need some special things when they travel as there have been various 
mishaps along the way…. ALL IN GOOD FUN.   
 
Signup sheets, calendars, and snacks all still made available.      
Board Members -Susan Neiman, Paul Neiman and Nate Wright were unable to attend. 
Meeting Adjourned 8:05pm      ~DSC 


